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Flights

Welcome to issue eight of Flights e-Journal.
 
Many thanks for turning up to read our e-journal and thank you to all 
who submitted for this edition. We are delighted to be supporting, 
creating, and curating a diverse community of writers.

Inside you will find new work from Andy Breckenridge whose first full 
collection, The Fish Inside, we will publish on the 24th March. We’ll be 
publishing New European Art by Mark Coverdale at the same time so 
please keep an eye out on social media and our website for news of 
pre-sales for these amazing collections of poetry.

Both Andy and Mark are examples of the premise of our small press, to 
invite writers we know to submit rather than to have an open submissions 
window that, with our limited time resource, we would not be able to 
manage. Both Andy and Mark came to our notice through our spoken 
word events and have had work in past issues of Flights.

We hope you enjoy issue eight and are inspired to submit to issue nine.
 
All the very best
 
Darren J Beaney & Barbara Mercer
 
Editors
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Poetry



Pete Strong
Maps

My map of the Downs, I carry 
in my rucksack everywhere I go. 
It’s not a record of a landscape 
but a drawing of my soul. 

My time is marked by chalk hills,
by long aching pulls 
across sheep-filled fields and barren scrub, 
beautiful, dead hamlets and smoky pubs.

I carry that map not to find my way, 
nor in case I get lost. 
I carry it because it is a picture 
that reminds me of who I am: 

a man out of my own land, 
still dreaming of bogs and gorse, 
of icy cold reservoirs, 
and black rock striking the sea like a lance. 

The rolling downland is a record of my soul’s use, 
and has soothed like a lullaby
these last few years. It is 
the portrait I have been painting each day. 

I’ve been covering over a harder scene: 
purples, navies, conifer greens. 
And just below, the jutted out remnant 
of grey steel and blood red. 
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When I stand on Itford Hill or Blackcap 
and close my eyes I see another world underneath. 
The slow foam rubber beauty of chalk 
hides an ancient, ominous granite shelf. 

Blinking, Newhaven becomes Newcastle, 
then Kilkeel, then back to rolling green. 
Industry to ice cream parlours, forest parks to cranes. 
The ferries flicker into fishing boats and back again.

At my core is ancient granite 
but now I wear a chalky coat and wander through 
a softer greener life. My portrait 
hides in the map I carry.

There’s a routemap of the Ulster Way 
at the bottom of an old chest 
I carried over the sea once. 
I do not recognise the man in it.
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Pete Strong
Solstice

Awaking to ice on the window, 
a cold wind caressing your feet 
and the single arm reaching out - 
whip it back in to avoid frostbite, 
encourage love bites instead.

The clocks have gone back and the dark 
is closer now, full like a mountaineer’s pack. 
And heavy like a bag of spuds, 
like the box of memories in the attic, 
like a Norway Spruce being hauled across 
a filling station forecourt.

Cold is quiet, so your fingers 
and your toes will scream 
in the void left by it. Ignore them, 
they will hush soon.

You peer through the front door in hope - 
hope that today you will not have to be present, 
and the office phone, the clickety clack of keys 
will live a while without your dedication. 

Today is a day for settling into coffin-like months, 
and clutching the idea of spring close to you 
like a child’s discarded blanket.
Today is hope and fear; 
let yourself freeze solid, 
until it becomes a rest.
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Your knees will crack .
and the skin burn 
and bubble 
pinks, reds, 
roses, 
white.
Blinding, bright and pure.

Burn silently.
You are the fuel 
that will get you through.

Until you rise like Christ 
from the long-coffin-time 
and stretch out a fist 
into the padded sky and howl
for freedom and for new life. 

Slough off your desiccated shell 
and stretch your red raw fingers 
as if firing guns 
at the world – 
each digit a barrel.

The sun is coming
The sun is coming
Quick like a bullet from a well-oiled gun,
here she comes, the guardian Sun.
Here to bathe us in the dragon’s breath 
and melt our sorrow and bless this earth.
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Pete Strong
Milky Tea

On a milky tea Sunday, thin 
and pale no matter the length of time 
the bag has been left in, 
we hold hands and pretend to be the same 
as if the repeated strokes of history 
are different to those of the cane.

Teachers beat us to learn and be free,
the past beats us that we remain - 
imprisoned like the polar bears 
on Cave Hill: proud and majestic once, 
now no longer milkily translucent, now just greys, 
cowering in the constant battering from Ulster skies.

Wee men in caps sing in rows 
in the damp halls their fathers sang in. 
While out in the blood soaked peat  
a future harvest is being consumed 
by locusts with the faces of men and women - 
today, on a milky tea Sunday, this is happening.
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Beth Brooke
Horses At The Battle of Philippi
           book illustration by Elisabeth Frink, Horace: The Odes, 1987
The steam and stink of fear is all encompassing;
riderless horses, flanks slippery with sweat

plunge through the chaos, their eyes made wild,
made mad by the thrust and noise of war.

They run, slip on earth made wet by the blood 
and piss and excrement of man and animal.

One horse stumbles, hooves flail against air,
the crash of its landing splinters the thigh 

of the man on its back who had thought himself 
warrior, strong, redoubtable.

And the screams of both are high-pitched,
terrible.
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Beth Brooke
A Communion With Nature  

To the woods, they say, these sons of mine, 
aged nine and seven.
We have been before, once
even at night to walk in darkness 
with only the moon and the thrill of 
beating hearts for company.
Sometimes I am tempted to give them a
breadcrumb trail, but I think they know 
the way home but if it should happen 
they did not and got distracted,
birds might eat the bread.
My heart…my heart at the thought of it.

The pits, they shout and set off running.
It is a ritual they have, communing not so much
with nature as with the spirits of young men 
who scrambled up steep sided trenches into war.
They race each other up the slopes, 
I scramble and they haul me up the final yards.
Oh, the wild laughter.
My heart…my heart  at the sound of it.. 
The thread of molecules between us 
pulls me after their young legs, the beauty of
knees marked with dirt and algae.
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There is a fallen beech tree,
a swallet hole casualty.
The earth between its roots is useful 
weaponry, clumps hard as metal; 
it is for these they have come.
Chalk and clay grenades are flung 
at tree trunk targets, or at the boulder 
we are always surprised to find there,  
a sentry between the heathland
and the wood.
The plosive sound of shattering earth 
as the mark is hit matched by the huff and 
whoop of their delight. They dance.
The wild laughter.
My heart…my heart at the sight of it. 
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Beth Brooke
A Brazen Head

it is pretty much the same here
except the people have shells and metal teeth
and Americans pronounce it to-mah-to
and the trees sing and

why
        are you dropping breadcrumbs

I honestly wouldn’t have noticed 
except someone mentioned the zeppelins
and how Ed Sheeran is president
and Wednesday comes before Tuesday 
and friction makes us faster

so I ask you

are we the same people we were
when we turned down this path
because isn’t that all that matters 
                                                     ?
a spider nods

but you 
you just drop breadcrumbs

         wordlessly  
you 
               drop
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Gordon Vells
Grey and Yellow

The bloke at 21’s got a Morris Minor:
Dead Mouse Grey, shiny hubcaps.
 
Schoolday mornings, he backs it out the garage
with all the care of a new dad with a pram;
 
and while he’s closing the up-and-over door
his children honk the horn, laugh, squeal.
 
When driving it he wears a fluorescent vest –
just in case, you know. Just in case.
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Gordon Vells
Island Council

As we expectantly approach,
four oystercatchers greet the boat,
a kleeping aerial escort; then
more on the foreshore survey us,
nervous in their authority.

I follow the path that hugs the island’s fringes.
Sure, there are gulls, cormorants, even pheasants,
but there are always oystercatchers,
ubiquitous as tabloids,
black and white, a startling of red.

A solemn dozen, gathered where
the beach comes to a point,
spooked by throbbing jetskis, scatter
then piecemeal reassemble, reconvene
and recommence their island council meeting.
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Gordon Vells
Hospital Phase

Lorry delivering gas cylinders;
ambulance delivering young woman
about to be delivered of her child;
the vehicles side by side as if duetting,
 
the four orange flashing lights on the back of the lorry and
the four orange  flashing  lights on the  back of the  ambulance
almost but not quite in sync:
a visual representation of Reich’s “Piano Phase”.
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Jen If
A Trip up the Kerb

One brittle, winter day,
When cold has drained all scent out of the air,
And overnight sewn it in a sparkling wrap,
Discarded over everything,
To be brushed-off by any careless shoulder,
Written in by mischievous fingers,
Or melted by the smallest footprints,
A woman trips.

For a lifetime - 
Or less than a second -
She’s frozen in crystal light,
Caught breath and blood-bitten lips,
Fingers outstretched in a lofty, balletic gesture,
Yet futile,
A tendril of hair flattened across her face,
Like a wriggling mono-brow,
Handbag exposing,
A full-colour peepshow of her
Bruised purse, hair-clogged brush,
A work I.D. and sanitary towel,
On her face a preoccupied expression,
And o-pout mouth, exclaiming,
In a tone more suited to a 1940’s cocktail party,
“Oh!”
As she folds,
Neck first, head back,
Shoulders crowding ears and 
Right knee dangerously close to her white, ridged throat,
Towards the pavement.
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She recovers it.
Feet in-turned,
The heel of one patent shoe creaking,
Popping a stitch,
Two stitches,
Yet holding firm.
She’s spilled some coins and a thrush pessary,
But doesn’t pick them out of the wet gutter,
Smiles at sniggering onlookers,
Neatly reigns in her unruly body,
And cruises on her way,
Queen-like.

She’s lived her life like this,
At speeds beyond her control,
Never dwelling on that lost,
Always on the brink of catastrophe,
A startling combination of 
Comic and tragic.
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Jen If
I’ll Never

Dance with my father at my sons’ wedding,
Holding the loose creases of his jacket,

My arm preventing his fall,
While we shuffle, slide back, side-step,

His spit-n-polish shoes,
Of early mornings and the mud brush,

Lined up on the Sunday paper,
Toe-to-shiny-toe with mine.

Use his handkerchief to wave away the car with,
And wipe away my tears with,

The age-soft fabric and blood-maroon D,
My Mother embroidered for him there.

Feel his prickly cheek on mine,
His stale shirt scent of cigars and sweat,

Feel the shiver and know, with wonder,
That ice feeling,

Bow-in-hair-ribbon, look, I’m young feeling,
Please leave me in the car feeling,
I don’t remember yesterday feeling,

As though, I lost more than he took,
As though the dance and the handkerchief,
And his shiny, shiny shoes,

Are what mattered.



Jen If
Ex-Stock

On shelves,
Full of yellowed,
Edges curled like petals,
Or permanently folded down,
Thumbprints and burn marks,
Smudged stamps,
Crossed-out names.

Move slowly,
Speak softly.

Breathe carefully the smells,
Old Marlboroughs and Gitanes,
Woodsmoke, diesel,
Profligate bacteria,
The shifting scent of bruised.

Spines pinned,
Pages lost -
Can sometimes be found,
Re-glued,
Comments read,
Never erased.

Hold them.
They’ve lived the stories they tell.
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Raymond Miller
Tapirs

We were visiting a zoo, somewhere near Cork, 
and I’d drifted ahead of the wife and kids
while they dawdled in the reptile house. 
A small pack of women and children 
were gathered around the tapir enclosure, 
watching as the male performed 
cunnilingus upon the female. 
Some of the mothers began shepherding 
their charges away in embarrassment, 
others giggled, laughing and pointing 
their mobile phones like paparazzi. 
It seemed a gross violation of privacy 
but the captive couple paid no mind, 
he beavering away indefatigably, 
she with that bored, impassive expression
that inhabits the face of the porn heroine 
before the cameras start rolling. 
After five minutes or so the crowd began to thin
and I should have been trying to find my family, 
but I was conscious I was the only male spectator 
and to leave now would be conspicuous, 
an acknowledgement that I couldn’t compete
with this tapir, sexually speaking. 
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I was also curious to see how this gig panned out, 
whether his exertions would be repaid in kind, 
so I persevered until eventually the sole voyeurs
were myself and a woman nearby. 
She was a ride, as they say in these parts, 
and stared intently at the goings-on.
“He’s very thorough”, I remarked. 
“He is that. I should be so lucky”, she responded. 
She sounded flirty and I began to feel 
an affinity with our male tapir, he and I 
were suddenly fellow-travellers. 
I’d a witty riposte on the tip of my tongue when 
my youngest daughter appeared at my arm.
“Dad, they’re feeding the penguins!”
Now since penguins are my thing, 
favourite animal in the world and all that, 
to have remained where I was would have led 
to suspicions as to my motives. 
So I said goodbye to the flirt and left,
to go watch birds catch fish in their mouths, 
still wondering if that female 
would have reciprocated his kindness.
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Erin Jamieson
Cookie Dough

there were always rules:
never eat raw
don’t lick your fingers

but w/ age came others:
you can have a cookie
if you run this morning
you can have a taste
if you run an extra mile
you can at least smell 
them baking 

molding dough into 
what others expect 
it to become buttery
& soft & somehow gentle
in worn, calloused hands 

pour chocolate chips
careful not to lose
the sense of wonder 
before the rules 
went from protecting
to punishing 
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Erin Jamieson
Egg Yolks

separate & stir
blend w/ sugar
until you don’t 
recognize them
velvety then fluffy
transformation 
we’re all told 
to aspire to 
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Mike Huett
Ill-Fitting

How to make you fit on the page, 
without losing more of you,
I have so little left
There’s snatches of your voice,
alongside dotted memories
That time, stoned, we went 
for a meal to celebrate, 
I told you my result 
You raised one eyebrow: 
Came second, then?
I got a 2:1
Sounds like you came second
Pretensions laughed away, 
between mouthfuls of naan-
bread, and hot Ruby Murray 
Remember those words, 
you once asked me to edit, 
that time you wrote of your life
(on a borrowed word processor)
how dad drove you to 
the landlord’s house,
telling you to wait in the car,
before he beat fuck out of 
the guy, with a hammer
You were worried about
spelling, and grammar
Remember?
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No, of course you don’t 
You are not here, and I am 
cack-handedly trying to 
pare words away, without 
paring you away
And I’m failing to make you 
fit on the page, as you should,
for the metric is all wrong 
You were my big brother 
And the page, is a small place
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Mike Huett
The Joy of Pain

Misreading the TV Guide
I’m confused by The Joy of Pain;
Bob Ross has branched out
a bit, those happy little trees
There he is, deftly touching up
this or that 
It’s not painful to watch
My mind wanders through 
a different forest, where 
genealogists draw trees
showing who fucked who;
getting wood, as the Americans 
say, whilst over here, make hay
Bring out your stories of the dead
Pile them outside in the light
Or, parade them up and down,
creating memories in little chunks,
like tofu, drained on kitchen paper;
cut up, prepared, ready for the heat
Hoping to go crispy on the outside,
still fluffy, soft, beneath
My mind wanders on coloured paths
White paint red paint
It’s the late sixties, on a London street
One house attacked in the early hours
A pot of white paint smashes 
the front room window in
- no lid of course -
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followed swiftly by a second tin;
red paint takes out a back window
The first got nobody, but a drunken 
Irish fella asleep in the chair,
got drenched in red, an alarming 
sight; net curtains saved him
from the worst of the shards
Mum blamed dad, reckoning he’d 
paid others to do a ‘revenge job’
It could have been, I suppose
Or, perhaps the neighbours
objected to Irish people
At infant school, some weeks later, 
I’m no longer allowed to paint 
because I persisted,  
smashing the brush hard
on the paper; the bristle marks 
as animal tracks,
red paint white paint
It’s not painting, apparently
White paint red paint,
Bob Ross would have mixed
those colours, bringing scenes 
of beauty, with happy little trees
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Mike Huett
Dialectic

I explore my past; it explores me too
It’s an uneasy dialectic, like a comedy duo 
where neither wants to be the straight-man, 
killing the act
I’m trying to develop an ethical approach; 
my past doesn’t give a fuck
I hope to be honest, even transparent;
the past really couldn’t give a shit 
I worry about trigger warnings, informed 
consent, how crafting words is a 
political act
“Here, take this,” says my past, 
“ you have this now.” 
It dumps a scene down on the table, 
perhaps of a little me cowering, or a  
silent movie; kids sat at desks,
or washing, scrubbing, polishing
Now, it’s always now, with the past;
as paradoxical as that sounds, and 
there’s never a warning
The past lights blue touch-paper, then 
sits waiting for an unwary present
Afterwards, I scrape up my nerves, 
attend burn wounds, and lingering hurts
I’m left to start again; a choice of sorts 
I choose hindsight, but as we know, 
hindsight is always the last to show
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Sylvia Clare
Childhood beaches

You know the kind, 
where eternal stretches of sand 
fill with infinite possibilities;
excavation, how deep can I dig,
burying, the weight of the sand 
cool and heavy on my own body
building, castles adorned with pebble windows, 
seaweed flags, and decorative shells, 
each representing 
a fairy story in your head, Beauty and the beast
Rapunzel against the tides

You know the race against
the tide coming in, 
to build your own swimming pool. 
Hoping it will be filled,
then watching it all washed away 

You know the time,
when days seemed endless
yet always ending too soon,
when muscles ached from races 
up and around sand dunes,
scratches of maram grass against your legs
the wounds of battle inflicted.

You know the shivering
when too much time 
is spent at  the water’s edge
engrossed in the ebb and flow of each ripple,
feeling it flood against your warm skin,
trickle between your fingers, nudge your toes 
until your own body is forgotten
until it reminds you, the wind is colder today.
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Sylvia Clare
A Path through the forest

muddied and puddled in rainy weather 
this well-worn track 
used by dogwalkers 
and family explorers alike
takes on a different nature 
when moon reigns

This is our time, 
when our hulking frames 
wander at ease
when we play and roll, 
tumble down banks, across clearings
in abandon. 

Our shadow natures 
show us the dark paths
the secret hidden ways of life
of the forest, of the universe
sparkling above our heads
morse signaling their secrets
back to us.

We still know, as you once did
the interconnectedness of it all
there is no ‘lost’ in the eternal
no otherness, we are you, 
the forest, this path, simply 
segments of space in time,
the eternal mystery.

I was once given a badger as a power animal to guide me through the dark times and forests are 
places I come to again and again in love and wonderment, to feel reconnected to life itself. 
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Sylvia Clare
Becoming true to herself

Celebrate who you have become but also celebrate 
not becoming what you might have become.

Let us toast the inner child, her rebellious
nature, each day being grateful to her,
for not giving up on us, on women,
for not yielding, conforming, acquiescing
allowing the distortions others sought
to twist her spine and hush her voice.

Locked away in cages of cruelty
called education, discipline, guidance
she bides her time, sometimes rebelled 
risked consequences, accepted outcomes,
knew she would always do it again anyway,
to prove to herself that she still could, 
or would, not yielding to coercive cruelty.

‘Once they have done their worst, 
there is nothing left to fear’.
We could all have fallen by the wayside,
yielded, cowed down, denied our womanhood.
We owe it to her not to do so, but to still be the 
unsilenced voice, the woman they could not stop
she who will live her own life, whatever it takes.
Homeless, in poverty, finding a way, 
her own resources far outstripping those
of her would be captors and rulers.

Easy it is to under-estimate such women, 
foolish too, such men with jewels in their hands,
they recognize only lumps of coal.
Such blindness, such wasted lives.
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Dominik Slusarczyk 
Another Tear

We made more.
We ate more.
We become 
More person for
Our mothers to love.
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Dominik Slusarczyk 
Magical Murder

The power flowers
Flutter as she sleeps.
They sing a 
Sweet song that
Beats blue wings.
When she wakes she
Takes the prettiest petal.
The deformed flower
Cries all night and
Then it dies.



Amanda Hill
My Dear Old Bear

You’re not too bad
                               A damaged ear

                    Re-stuffed by Mum

                                     Now plump and hard, not soft and white

                    You helped me make it through the night
                                   

  When I was small
                                                      

                                       AND I WAS small 
                       

                           Premature, same size as you,

                                     Lovingly laid side by side

                                                         The incubator got me through.

                                       I cried all day when you were washed,
                                              

                                     Snatched from my grasp,
                                                     

                                                           Hanging from the washing line
                                                            

                                                                  Flat from the mangle,
                                                                     

                                                                      Pegged by the ears,
I felt your pain

                                            Like you felt mine.
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Two decades passed.

  I tried to take you back up north.
                                   

Too risky, . .....           you were snatched once more.

                 I’d only lose you...

                       Maybe true,
                                              

                            My parents clung onto you.

                       They were so wise
                                          

         And so you’re here.

                                               
   A lifetime shared 

                                                       
                     With you old bear.
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Amanda Hill
Photograph In A Wrought-Iron Frame

                       A picture speaks words

                                                    Of joy and warmth and hidden pain

                                        That dream I had comes back again

                                             

    That you would leave

                                                                                        

          No words spoken

                                              

    Leave me   B
                                                                 
           R
                                                                                  
           O
                                                                            
      K           
                                           E
                                                     N    
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Dorian Nightingale
how long?

don’t think it’s a mistake, not under control.
that the counter’s wrong,
   there’s an adjustment to make.
and mark my words,
  it’s not a case
of deadened air or wasted space.
just listen.

for this is the place where silence waits,
where silence thrives, the stillness patient.
anticipation,
           holding its breath
to hear verses traversing the depths of salvation
for another transcendent downfall-in-the-making
 that takes me back to the wasteland of eden.

prepared to go through it, once again, my friend.
 how long must i wait till then?
how long? 
 when will the ticking ride cymbal call time?
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Dorian Nightingale
prelude

and when the music reduces
 to that rallentando tempo,
you’ll start to speak softly
from the fathoms of the low tones.
a piano key oratory
 played slowly,
   dolcemente
with that c major nine chord
below pianissimo.
a familiar note
  that let’s me know you’re still with me.  
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Dorian Nightingale
lift

for they convinced me i was so beautifully purposed,
 of such sublime symbiosis.
 and that the onus of my being
for one so young,
 was to master the thermals 
    and move on.
that i had to harness these wings      
i ’d expressly been given.
          these things
that’d been divinely supplied,
          so benignly designed,
that would coerce my thoughts
 to enforce a course to the sky from the earth.
and how airstreams would flow 
  through my little, hollow body,
 through embrittled bones so miniscule and tiny.
and by persistent, inconsistent fluttering wingbeat 
i’d be hoisted off the tips of my feet
    and i’d scruff myself aloft.
leaving for dust 
                       the fluff, mud-sticks and scuff -
the place i had known and the friendly warm.
for the cost of my flight,
 to be the best of my worth,
              was my home.



Sandra Noel
The Bells bottle

Ruby stares at the layers of copper, 
recalls the first glassy jingle 
when Alf ’s change hit the bottom.

Her job in the bar, every spare 
and not spare penny, the slow rise
month by month, only the war years missing.

The time he borrowed two shillings 
and sixpence, lost the lot on a bet.
How guilty she still felt for being mad.

Ruby plinks the final few in the neck of the bottle.
She picks up her lover’s last photo,
studies the glint in his eyes.

A hankie-wipe of tears from the glass, 
Ruby places Alf ’s army smile 
back on the sideboard. 

Together till it’s full, she says to the air.
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Sandra Noel
Afternoon jam

Aunty’s hawk eyes miss nothing.
So it’s you that got it, she says. 

I take Gran’s silver jam spoon from the drawer,
rub its misshapen contours in the way of Gran’s thumb, 
recall how she said the dents signified living.

Aunty tells of the time they made jam
for twelve hours straight: 
blackberry, redcurrant, quince — 
jars cooling in ranks on floor tiles. 

She waves the spoon at me, says,
Your Gran was stirring her tea when she heard — 
her Albert, missing in action.  
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Sandra Noel
There’s a trolley aiming at my legs in the rosé section 

The woman tells me the top left bottle is the one,
hints of ocean, the best sunrise, 
underlying notes of mermaid.  

I flamingo stand, watch her trolley veer 
into a loo roll mountain. 
She’s unaware, until the crash.

Paper rolls cascade into a newspaper stand.
Images of Prince Harry kaleidoscope the floor, 
the woman disappears. 

A guy is shuffling magazines at my feet.
I ask him to reach the bottle, 
wish we could share it.
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Oz Hardwick
Monster Movie Overture

My overthinking is an overcoat, done up to my chin with 
leather buttons like half footballs and a loose belt that girdles 
my hips like stars. I’m thinking Mintaka, Alnilam and 
Alnitak, and I’m thinking about a loose dog snapping at a 
hunter’s heels. I’m thinking about how time runs faster in a 
planetarium and how the sky sneaks closer each time I blink, 
like a hunter’s hound approaching prey, its rheumy eyes 
baleful as a doubt-filled priest. I can’t decide whether I don’t 
feel the cold like other people, or whether it’s just not that 
important in comparison to that hunter lumbering over the 
city skyline like a kaiju creature of white fire. A giant bull, 
clean out of laser beams, backs away, and I know how it feels 
to be the animator’s second choice, with no real backstory 
and even the popcorn-munching masses in my own head 
cheering on the other guy as he raises his club, or his spear, 
or his imagined lines between points which are only 
connected by our need to see stories. I overcompensate for 
variables, though I oversimplify the situation. I overreact to 
certain stimuli, though I have learned to overcome the most 
noticeable repercussions. I overuse some words – hunter, 
loose – but I can edit later, once the movie’s over.
 



Oz Hardwick
The Moving Image

She discovered TV like her ancestors had discovered fire, 
terrified and ecstatic at the uncontrollable chaos of it all. The 
voices in her head at last found faces, grew fingers, and grew 
into the shapes of things she loved. There was beauty that 
transcended all language and the need she felt when she 
couldn’t sleep, all boxed and available at the flick of a switch 
and the short revolution of a Bakelite dial. Silence departed 
like a shamed ex-lover and the pictures that had haunted her 
since childhood removed their white sheets and revealed the 
living pixels underneath. This is what happened: she learnt to 
die at midnight in a blaze of anthems and tears. 
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Oz Hardwick
Whiteout

Ice leaves footprints in supermarket aisles long after the 
shelves have been emptied. It leaves handprints on bare skin 
when we dream with windows open. It leaves a white line 
like a motorway or a mirror when we can’t sleep at all. In a 
messy house, there’s ice under every stack of magazines, 
between the textured leaves of part-used cheque books, and 
behind the storage boxes which haven’t been opened in 
generations. Outside, laundry waves like accountants and HR 
personnel on a sinking raft, out of their depth on a bonding 
weekend. Ice will smooth over the ripples. Flowers bow their 
heads like uneasy kings and grass imagines itself into upstart 
spines in search of a straw horse to bring to its knees. The 
one thing I need/don’t need/fear is imagination, so when ice 
struts up the path bearing boxes piled to the silver sky, I lock
the door and stop breathing. I am vaguely aware of a 
motorbike or a mirage, of fingerprints like leaves. When I 
come to my messy senses, the cupboards are bare and all the 
kitchen appliances are ice sculptures, inexpertly carved by 
those same office bodies before they were lost. 
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Patricia M Osborne
Behind the Curtain

your explosive smile
raises my mood 

sweet breath like a fruit malt 
arouses my core 

strong hands touch
soothe   protect

but black eyes unmask 
the lies you hide

I draw back the curtain
shadows arise
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Patricia M Osborne
Deception

you gave me your caress 
honied kisses    lashes of desire 
a sweet perfume of dreams 

but when I went to sleep 
something changed 

your kisses stung 
you whipped me with words 
turned your back  

and left me in darkness 
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Patricia M Osborne
Snap, Crackle, Singe

I scrunch up paper,
stack sticks,

scratch on flint
inhaling sulphur.

An orange blaze burns
with a black smoulder    creating a vibrant glow.

Snap, crackle, pop–

I chuck monochrome photos

watch features fizzle    on to the flame, 

and love letters  

 S   P   I   T

Heaving my bridal gown
from the box

it joins the inferno.

Snap – Crackle – Singe 
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Uchechukwu Onyedikam
HIGHER-SELF

Thrown underfoot... pressure of
footfall from heavy steel boots
my heart laps on the edge
of kindliness

Sitting there absorbing different
scene from precious moments
lost in the latter time I fell off
of the reason to remain in
this shipwreck

My higher self has risen, broken free
from mortal consciousness of pity
and ego, of arrogance and lustful pride
of spite and hate, of jealousy and envy
of give and take, of here and there

The sleeves of the universe
unfolded clarity this morning that I now
recognize in the shadows — nurturing
in my soul the cherry that bloomed in
the dark: oh, behold the spirited soul!

could you body it? 
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Uchechukwu Onyedikam
GIVE THYSELF GRACE

Midnight hallowing from the pages 
of my poems like a cat meowing for
cuddling from the arms of its Lover

I don’t let my eyes fall asleep for the
time to stay up awake and witness
the birthing of a brand new Order

That day is now — for I believe and
hear the howl of the wind tender her
soft whisper to my ears, of windy tales

blowing my mind with surprises of the
moment as envisioned in my heart
in my mind, and soul — I pay attention

unrelentingly I pay heed not to the 
unheard-of but to the negligence of
my destroyed identity haunting each
footprint I demonstrate my words upon

I am not that tall black, silver fox man in
those jeans, polo t-shirt, drenched in
Versace Eros at the other table for two
waiting upon the arrival of his date

I am not what you perceived. Nor the 
abstract imaginings you’ve painted 
on this empty canvas...
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I am simply a holy-preying fugitive
on the run with a stolen identity —
running away from the captors 
hiding behind another man’s
dogma

torching my way unto his form
of eternity with his 
myth

give thyself grace
oh thou bunch of
derelict bag of
honour
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Uchechukwu Onyedikam
OLD WITCH

Undoubtedly I saw it, the moon fell 
into her eyes sinking all its wholeness 
gently into herself, there she lay still
in the hands of the night saying her prayers —
making fair supplication unto the black owl
hanging on the edge of her cold window —
moonlit fairytale of the old witch

Under the dozing head of intoxication 
I tried describing her with words formed
in my head but each breath fails me
for mortality has long left her,
leaving her with celestial
covering, of which I 
assumed I would
comprehend the
colours of her 
adornment

But she’s far beyond eyes, nose, lips, hips
plus all other features which of course
a stare at her face may have you frozen —
and breaks you, and set you up
in a crossword puzzle

The night is quiet so I am…
our moon is crescent and so
she’s curved, and I sitting on the tip of
her flame burning with desire 
for her to wipe my anxiety 
with the hem of her garment
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Mariyam Karolia
Bradford Bhaji’s on Brighton Beach -1985

There is Yorkshire Tea and samosa’s on Brighton Beach today
Virgin mimosas of chatter, natter, put the world to right
No men in sight
Pomegranate willows transplanted
to feed mango to the masses and knit baby hats
The coach travelled down the M1
with plums of Bollywood sung in tuneless tones
a..a..A…AA..AAAAAAAAAAAAhhh
coughed the high notes out
Now they whirl with dervish freedom
These Saris on sandy beaches eating ice cream
while dipping toes in honeydew waves
relishing these moments of hired happiness.
Regret balks at the thought of home before it arrives
Back to a lack of understanding
Back to watermelon smiles
Back to sea-less rooms and concrete walls
Back to thumbs pressing down
on banana shawls.
Back up the M1
Everything is quiet.



Andy Breckenridge 
Prison Visit

the jailer punches 
numbers on the keypad
the huge metal 
roars open 
to vectors 
of disinfectant 
the squeak 
of rubber soles
scrape of chair legs

your hands rest on mine 

the tea is deep brown cold
your nails are bitten 
to the quick
and your fingers twitch 
like a dreaming dog

I tell you your uncle 
is no better
our boy still delivers 
for Just Eats
to pay his fees
and likes beer 
that tastes of grapefruit
your mum 
has a different carer
three times a day
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I ask if you remember 
walking where the wind 
scoured the hills 
and the stunted trees 
stooped away from it
and our faces burned 
eyes streamed

the same wind 
rattles the slates 
burns my mind back
to these four walls
my cellmate’s stench 
his snores that break
like distant waves
all night long

your hands withdraw
fingers comb back 
your hair 

you look up at me
a lens 
only now 
finding focus



Andy Breckenridge
The Dark Of The Matinee  

‘Eternity’ has five star reviews
     the cinema is full 

for the first hour 
an ocean of heads 
on a street near an underground station 
bob 
          and drift 
in and out 
                      of focus

I excuse myself
no one slants their legs to let me past

at the urinal - relief
I wash my hands 
return to find the scene is now the interior 
     of a gent’s toilet

and your seat is empty

I’m muscled towards the exit
come to on the steps     shield my eyes 
from the hard 
                         sunlight

you squeeze my hand

in the cinema they are watching footage of us          

                         packing

I slide in the notebook containing this poem
     

a couple near the front 
          become        restless
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Faith Joanne
I’m alive, I’m breathing……

I’m alive and you’re not
It just hit me like a ton of bricks
It brought me to my knees, again
Like the night I heard you were gone
I crumpled, I fell, my face in my hands
Willing it not to be true, but it was
I wish with all my heart I could have stopped you
But I couldn’t, nobody could
Your pain, becomes my pain
It’s harrowing, it cuts deep, it bleeds
There’s no way out, you need a release
I breathe in and out, I pant
You no longer can, that squeezes my heart
I wish I had you for one more day
We’d be girls together, laugh together
I could hold you, and imagine it was forever
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Faith Joanne
Hypomania, gone wild

You say you know me
But do you really, 
Know me ? 
I have so many faces
Some I show
Some I hide
I’m the phantom of the opera
My mask is firmly on
My scars are hidden
Do you see them ? 
I’m the smiler
I’m the giver
I’m the fun loving
party goer
dancing queen
cocktail king
Yes I’m Tom Cruise with tits
Have you tried,
My slippery nipple shooter ? 
I’m the one who holds your hand
The one always on the end of the phone
I’ll sit with you, 
While you get a doctor’s diagnosis
I’m there
When you get that job
Meet your ideal man
Get the keys to your new home
Yes
You’re thinking, who am I ?
Am I an angel ?
Am I real ? 
or something in your imagination ? 
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They say, be your own best friend
That’s great
But sometimes, 
I really need a human
To be that person
I am to everyone else
Do you know what to do ? 
when I say here we go again – 
hypomania
wild times
crazy sex
No end to spending
Hyper-productive
I’m a goddess
I’m wonder woman
I’m a burlesque dancer
I’m a famous poet
I’m anything you want me to be !
Do you know, 
How to handle me ? 
When I can’t stop talking
When I ring ten times a day
When I say,
I’ll run your business for you, 
Paris, London, New York
I accumulate new friends
New lovers
New interests
More drinking
More partying
Or am I too much ? 
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Can we dress up ? 
Can I surprise you ? 
Do you stick around ? 
When I argue over nothing
I’m so irritable
I even annoy myself
When I wake far too early
Crashing and banging
Knocking things over
Dropping cups
Doing my washing
Writing, reading, singing
How many films can I watch
In one day ? 
One month ? 
When does it stop ?
When do I crash ? 
With time ………
With more medication
With support
from the professionals
Have you spent time, 
With the Police ? 
No, not this time
Tiredness is overwhelming
You can no longer stand
You fall apart
physically and mentally
You want to cry
And you don’t know why
Who’s there now ? 
Are you ? 
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Robert Beveridge
Barking Up the Wrong Thermostat

The effectiveness
of the vaccine
depends on how
high the corn
on your elbow is
on the fourth
of next helping
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Robert Beveridge 
Ten of Pentacles

The tech places his palm
on my shoulder, asks me
to lean into it. I push
as hard as I can. In response
he shakes his head, laughs
a bit. “I don’t think
we need to try the rest
of these exercises.”
I ask what would have 
come. “I’m pretty sure
you wouldn’t be able 
to crabwalk.”

I’d conceived this poem
two, maybe three weeks
before that appointment.
I planned on writing it
the day I landed another job.
I’d been out of work
eleven months; financial
security was as ten
of pentacles as anything,
and probably more so.
Then came the appointment,
my demonstration
of arthritis for a doctor
who only needed
to see step one.
A month later,
an approval letter
in the mail.



John Grey
WAKE UP

Light is now in the hands of morning.
And the distant bell.
And the first crop of birds
rising from the wakened trees.
All pride, all injustice,
even pain, even desire,
are muted by the rising sun,
as it renews the spreading green-top,
where history’s bones are buried,
Every pore is preened and penetrated,
purified.
Day knows nothing of man and machinery.
And yet it starts out wise.

Disability is a third
of my previous paycheck.
But it’s better
than six months
of crowdfunding the rent,
and it appears
on the third of every month.
Works for me.
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John Grey
Tracks

Tracks in the snow
are a silence I can hear,
a journey I can see.
On a bright, frozen January morning,
whatever passed this way
is still a presence.

There are deer nibbling through snow
to get at the grass.
And foxes tiptoeing in pursuit
of bounding rabbits.
And an icy image of paws and claws
is as much bear
as if one were raised up on its hind legs
before me.

Tracks in the snow
are the wildlife around here.
They bear repeating.
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John Tustin
-V

There are no wings 
on these feet now cement
or hosannas yelled from mountaintops at night
that once grew tall inside my heart

now that you have gone

but only the words you wrote,
inscribed in the book you gave me

thanking me
for sharing my beauty and light with
you,

signed, simply,

-V
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John Tustin
GAUZY DREAMS

I have these gauzy dreams,
everything layered in haze,
that I end up half-remembering
and then fade from me almost completely
when fully awake

and these dreams take place
in homes of my childhood
but also homes that don’t exist

and I’m a young boy
but also the age I am now
and another boy is there
who is my little brother one minute
and the next minute he’s my son
and he’s also neither.

I have these dreams
that she is you
and you are both someone
who only exists
in these dreams

and I love all three of you
but I can’t get you
to love me or pay attention –
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you slip out of the room
when I’m busy with my mother
who I know is dead
but is also alive and talking to me,
standing in the kitchen
and cooking a turkey for thanksgiving;

or you remain unresponsive
while I try to get your attention
as the floor gives way,
telephones ring,
doors won’t unlock
and I lose my peripheral vision.

I wake up from these dreams
not remembering them
but they are still inside me,
right there with you
who is still inside me,
waiting for tonight.

 



Phil Vernon
The European Research Group celebrates the passage of 
The European Union (Withdrawal Agreement) Act, 20201

It has been wisdom, ever since the first,
to keep the mean between the two extremes
of too much stiffness, too much easiness.

For, where a change has been made of things established 
(no evident necessity so requiring) 
inconveniences have thereupon ensued,

many times more and greater than the evils
intended to be remedied by such change.
So on the other side, 

the Forms being in their nature indifferent 
it is but reasonable that changes should be made, 
yet so the frame and order stand unshaken, 

notwithstanding all assaults (by such 
as have greater regard to their fancies and interests, 
than duty) 

by which mischievous purposes 
came the late unhappy confusions, 
we are not willing here to remember. 

But when happy Restoration seemed probable,
those who usurped powers 
to render the people disaffected, 
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saw themselves in point of interest concerned:
Pamphlets were published,
the old Objections mustered up, 

with the addition of new ones, 
more than formerly had been made, 
to make the number swell.

We have endeavoured to observe 
the moderation used in former times,
and of the Alterations proposed, we have rejected 

all of dangerous consequence or frivolous and vain; 
but such as seemed requisite or expedient, 
we have assented to.

And here we profess to the world that the Law 
does not contain any thing contrary to Word or Conscience, 
or not fairly defensible 

if it shall be allowed 
such just and favourable construction 
as in common Equity ought to be allowed.

Our aim therefore was to do that which 
might most tend to Peace and Unity, 
cutting off occasion of cavil or quarrel.
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And having thus endeavoured 
to discharge our duties in this weighty affair—
although we know it impossible to please all,

nor can expect that factious, peevish, and perverse spirits 
should be satisfied with any thing done  
by other than themselves—

yet we have good hope, 
that what is here presented, and has been 
with diligence examined and approved, 

will be also well approved 
by sober, peaceable, and 
conscientious England.

 1 This erasure poem is based on the Preface to The Book of Common Prayer, issued in 
1662 after a civil war fought partly over the wording of that book. Apart from erasing 
some words, the only other changes made were to update usage (e.g. ‘hath’ to ‘has’.) UK 
readers may wish to read it in the voice of Jacob Rees-Mogg, MP.
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David Cattanach
SMALL BLUE 

The bog turf held together with ribbons of sundew
attracted the Small Blue butterfly.
They danced in the heat,
above the peat. 
A young girl walked,
her hand outstretched, 
surprised by a small blue.
One landed on her fingertips,
here it probed her space 
like forceps in a petri dish. 
Walking slowly the girl 
wanted to touch a natural world.
The small blue 
appreciated the scent 
of the youth’s hand, 
remaining bound.
Many other small blues 
were carried that day, 
by her hand,
over the sodden heath.
There were no distractions,
other than the view
that this was the best voyage, 
for the Small Blue.
In this the season of summer.
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David Cattanach
Rail Siding

Just apart from the railway line
Runs the jungle of randomness.
In the siding larch and bramble
Grow sandwiched between  
Sleepers, cables, stone and alder.

Along the way 
Are the backs of terraced houses
Abutting new century developments.
Later, to follow the course
Of Victorian canals,
Fine stonework 
Helps the rails cross over 
Into a rural landscape.
Here sunlight outlines sheep fleece,
The brilliant orb creates a parchment 
Joining low bushes and scramble of foliage;
Broken by lines and scratches of metal fences
Which run for miles beside the rails.

Now halts the train, a single platform
Looks across to its unused sister.
Some stations still have wooden features,
Canopies that provide shelter
For winsome couples
Returning friends
Relatives with light bags
Moments of tears
Moments of laughter
Moments of anger
Moments of kisses.



Rail Sidings are there set back, 
Absent of travellers, partially dismantled,
Route forever broken.
Brackish water rests in unkempt ditches.
Yet the frogs croak.
The trees fruit,
And the seedlings grow.
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David Cattanach
This Thunderous Evening

Light turns the grass, trees and bushes to gold
It came from breaks in the thundercloud 
A view held in my personal world 
Not everyone could see it - this moment.

In another place rain was falling 
Umbrellas were up, collars turned 
Faces were running, mists clouded windows
Gutters were noisy. 

This light was echoed by William Blake
“Bring me my Bow of burning gold
Bring me my Arrows of desire
Bring me my spear: O clouds unfold!
Bring me my Chariot of fire”.

Precious was this view 
The light that bathes an atmosphere 
Here events are stilled 
And some more important meaning 
Is given to walking on this planet

Even after the weary have trod past 
Raising dust 
We can explain there is a better place for all
Their clothes can become raiments of gold
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Joe Bedford
Peak Jack

The lumberjack who stumbled into our city from the woods has nev-
er been identified. Regardless, everybody here could sketch him from 
memory. He was, in sum – a plaid shirt in diagonal reds and yellows, 
leather boots supporting legs of blue denim, braces, a maroon knit cap. 
His beard hung in partial neglect, but full – he wore it beyond his years. 
His tattoos are misremembered now – anchors, koi carp, hearts-and-ar-
rows, more likely simple strips and bands. His name, also, is misremem-
bered and lost.

 It was on the New Road – surrounded by people already half-
full with cider – that he first appeared, sat down, rolled a cigarette. The 
locals who approached him did so with caution. The first few were 
drawn to the old-worldliness in him, to the old-manliness, to the hints of 
youth peeking out from behind his beard, to his authenticity. We wanted 
a piece of him. He explained that he was looking for something he had 
misplaced, his axe. We were wowed. Within a few days he had lodged 
and settled like an unreachable splinter. We showed him off around the 
festival, fed him, ordered him bottles of beer from niche little breweries – 
whatever he asked for.

 The young people huddled around him insatiably, lustfully. They 
prodded his plaid, tickled his tatts and beavered through his beard in 
search of the secret. It was just days, hours perhaps, before the first bright 
young man stepped out to an outdoor-hobbyists’ shop. Though oth-
ers soon followed. The lumberjack mistook the new man in plaid for a 
colleague, a tree surgeon at least, but found only a well-adjusted urbanite 
who had no idea where his missing axe might be. There were dozens 
like him before the festival was over, and more than one koi carp tattoo 
smushed under cling-film. Stubble was already beginning to sprout.
 
 After the festival the lumberjack continued to be trophied around 
town, rising to new heights of popularity, making a name of himself, en-
joying his fame. Several of our pubs awarded him complimentary Tuacas;



others invited him personally to afterhours parties, publicity sessions, 
concerts, dinners. It wasn’t long before he was discussed on Radio 
Reverb, speculated upon in The Source, dummied in the window of 
Snoopers. His legend preceded him everywhere. We watched the beards 
of his early followers grow longer, their arms and necks more illustrated. 
And with time more young people joined them – more students, more 
graduates, people from the offices, people from the suburbs. The lumber-
jack abandoned the search for his axe, and instead enjoyed being lauded, 
pampered and paraded.

 By Christmas, his followers had spread up to Churchill Square, 
peeked out now from gourmet burger-houses, leant on the facades of 
bars decked out with fresh lumber. Men in leather sold maroon knit caps 
and faux-wooden mobile phone cases from trollies on wheels. Amateur 
tattooists installed themselves in cafes – their renditions of indigenous 
Incan designs came discounted with a soybean latte. The Woodcutters 
craft ale line – boasting hints of pine and maple syrup – was conglom-
erated. London Road’s Man of the Forest barbers opened a branch at the 
train station. Pedestrians could now be identified by the length of their 
beards. Young people who bartered with street-drinkers for their soiled, 
distressed boots were met with confused compliance. In the midst of all 
this, the lumberjack could do nothing but enjoy his absolute symbiosis 
with the city that had accepted him so profoundly. In reality, it was not 
just that we had accepted him – we had altered ourselves to beg accept-
ance from him.

 This was the peak, preceding the sharp fall.

 The first indication that his popularity was waning came when 
he saw an image of himself biting into fried chicken in a restaurant 
window, if he saw it. There was a similar dissonance in the other doppel-
gangers that stood to attention up and down the high street. His aesthet-
ic had been combed into a mould that was, by lumberjack standards, too
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easy, too perfect. On a wet day in March, a mannequin appeared in the 
window of Scope. It wore red plaid, denim jeans, leather boots and a 
maroon knit cap. Someone had affixed a fake beard to its visage.
   
The lumberjack retreated to the New Road where he had first appeared. 
Festival time was approaching again so maybe he thought he might find 
solace. There was none. Where people had once bounded over to him, 
quizzed him on his rolling tobacco, his ale, his braces, now they ignored 
him. The number of plaid-people faded dramatically – soon it was only 
men in their early fifties, and people from outside of town, who wore 
it with excessive pride. The rest of us had new lights to follow, new and 
more interesting diversions. 
 
 The final straw came when the lumberjack, with several litres 
of Woodcutters inside of him, stumbled into an underage music event, 
tripped at the feet of a novelty arcade machine and lifted his head to see 
a ten-foot animatronic image of himself, raising and dropping a huge 
metallic axe. We watched him as he looked into the eyes of the robot, 
into the happy gaping mouth among the steel fronds of beard, and threw 
down his hat.

 ‘My axe.’ he cried. ‘My axe!’

 He ran out into the streets and begged us: ‘Where’s my axe? I 
want to go home, where’s my axe?’ but was chased down to the seafront 
and had to hide under the pier from the police. He snuck out in the 
morning and was muddled into a wandering stag-do of men costumed 
in his own shade of plaid. He dipped out from their drinking after the 
third pub, so it goes, and made his escape.

 His axe could never be recovered. It was said he bought a new 
one from Dockerills, hid it in a tote bag and walked slowly out towards 
the edge of town. No one noticed him leave, no one said a thing.
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 At the edge of the woods, he stopped and looked at the city. 
There would be no record of him leaving, just as there was no record of 
when he’d entered, and yet his image is imprinted on us all. His clothes 
now have passed far out of vogue, though plaid shirts still hang in ward-
robes across the city. He will come around again, of course, as these types 
always tend to. And we, the people of the city, will not recognise him. 
 
 We never do.
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Rowan Carteret
Adventures in the City of Angels

We are humans in the city of angels and I can feel it in the way my 
feet hit the pathway. Grounded to concrete, I’m walking over stars. My 
apologies to those artists greater than myself that get trodden on. The 
Hollywood walk of shame sticks to the soles of my trainers like La Brea, 
oil into plastic and plastic into people. The observatory sits above all and 
I think, I was up there last night. Stars once again, stars in all directions. 
You look up to a night sky washed out by the downtown lights, a whole 
ocean of galaxy lost to West Coast greed and if you look down, you see 
Hollywood. 

That’s where I am, en route to the Last Bookstore as if it might be the 
last bookstore I ever enter. I hop on a bus because it’s no fun being the 
sole pedestrian in a city made of metal on wheels. It’s smogwarm on top 
of the desert climate and I choose to sit up top. It’s open top. There’s an 
audio recording telling me the top spots to spot top celebrities as if I 
hadn’t just walked all over them from the Boulevard to Vine.

When we were told to aim for the moon to land among the stars we 
didn’t realise that they meant we’d wind up in Los Angeles. 



Gaynor Kane
Find a Penny, Pick it Up                   (Content Warning - Loss)

She left the store via the Prince’s Street North exit and walked down 
to Middle Abbey Street and on to Liffey St. Lower, the sky was on fire 
just like her hair. Even the rain couldn’t put it out.  Joe always said she 
had a waterproof coat just like an Irish Setter.  She shook her head and 
watched the droplets spray outwards onto passers-by. It was clocking-off 
time and the streets were busy; everyone was on a mission to the bus or 
the Dart – no time for a smile, a nod, or a “how’re ye doin’”. The win-
dows of the buildings reflected auburn and the old-fashioned replica 
gaslights were turning on with an orange glow. Even the puddles were 
pumpkin coloured.  She used to love this time of year.

 The paper Penney’s bag she gripped tightly was not waterproof 
and, slowly but surely, it was starting to disintegrate.  Just as she was go-
ing up the steps of the Ha’penney Bridge the bag finally came away from 
the handles and the contents gushed out like a fabric waterfall. The icon-
ic cast-iron bridge was hiving with Dubs and tourists; no one noticed, 
they stomped over her purchases with wet shoes. Sorcha was down on 
her knees scrambling about, trying to recover the items whilst trying 
not to get trod on.  She made a grab for the baby blanket first.  The pale 
blue fleece now had a couple brown boot prints smudged on it. The satin 
ribbon edging was sucking up water like litmus paper. She threw it over 
an arm and with the other reached out to seize the various t-shirts she’d 
bought in the men’s sale section.  Everything had been reduced. She’d 
only had five euros and wanted to get as much for it as she could.  The 
biggest saving was the size seven sandals with cerise sequins. Just then 
she got knocked off balance and her and her size five navy Nikes ended 
up in a puddle. She turned back round to try again for the sandals when 
her hand touched another, she panicked and snatched quickly but the 
hand had a tight grip. She stood up, using the force to intensify her pull. 
And then she was standing face to face with a man, looking into his kind 
green and hazel eyes, edged with soft wrinkles like winter branches. 
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 ‘Are you okay?’ he smiled and let go of the sandals. They swung 
like a pendulum, dripping water into the puddle below. Sorcha nodded 
emphatically. He narrowed his eyes but instead of frowning he smiled 
again whilst taking out a Tesco bag for life from the large pocket of his 
waxed Barbour coat. He held it open in front of her.  Sorcha started filling 
the bag with all the stuff she had no use for.
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Barbara Mercer
Story time at Susie’s Dos

It was the same ritual, the walls had changed though and these days it 
was just her and Susie, and the hairdo was only once a month or so. She 
could remember when she’d gone down Joan’s every Thursday morning, 
the smell of setting agent and overheating hood dryers, the row of busy-
bodies waiting for their pink or blue dos to dry, identikit bodies draped 
in respectable clothes. If it was raining when they left, they’d get their 
carefully folded plastic rain bonnets out of their handbags so that perfect 
hair would not be displaced one inch nor be contaminated by wet. 

Her hair was permed, otherwise it would be dead straight and she 
couldn’t stand that, she needed that bit of wave. She’d started having it 
permed after her parents had died and she’d, at last, had a bit of money 
and the house to rent out. It was her bit of luxury, her way of consoling 
herself for all those years when the pennies hadn’t stretched, when she’d 
fed the girl and quietened her own stomach with a mouthful of gin and 
endless cups of thin tea from a teapot she’d only fed once a day. 

Course, these days money was no problem and she didn’t have to carry 
on seeing Susie, who’d left the noisy salon and set up in her own place. 
Even if her own place was a converted garage. However, she feels that 
loyalty is important, and Susie does a good job. At least she no longer 
has to deal with the accusatory eyes of gossips, though her news is very 
old now and these days, unless you are royal or a celebrity or something, 
divorce just seems to be one of those things. And even what the girl 
went through, even that isn’t what it was, doesn’t have the same weight 
anymore.

She shifts in the chair; it’s perming time and she is uncomfortably aware 
of the fumes. Susie comes in from the kitchen holding two mugs and a 
packet of biscuits tucked under her arm; she puts one of the mugs down 
in front of Emily.

 ‘There you go, a nice cup of tea.’
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Susie always describes tea as nice, thinks Emily, whether she is offering 
you a drink, handing you a mug or even recalling a cup of tea drunk on 
a day out or a visit to a relative. Susie doesn’t seem to encounter a bad or 
disappointing cup of tea. Maybe because she expects ‘nice’, ‘nice’ is what 
she gets.

Emily sighs.

Susie frowns, Emily is usually full gas on the gossip by now, complaining 
about some tenants or the government or simply commenting on the 
latest news about her pretty extensive family, though not so much about 
her daughter. Susie knows that Emily has a daughter, and she is pretty 
sure they are in contact, but somehow there is a gap, a void, the absence 
of something in the way that Emily talks about her daughter, (whose 
name, come to think of it, Susie doesn’t even know) that stops Susie from 
asking. Hairdressers are generally good at this, good listeners often are, 
they hear the nuance, the things that are not said, the absence of desire to 
communicate within communication itself.

However, she has known Emily a long time, 15 years maybe. She takes a 
chocolate digestive out of the pack, puts the pack in front of Emily.

 ‘Are you alright love’.

Emily looks at the packet of biscuits on the shelf in front of her, and the 
mug of coffee, then she raises her eyes to the mirror. Susie has just sat 
down on a stool just to her right and taken a tiny bite out of her biscuit. 
Susie once told Emily that she only offers biscuits to two customers a 
day and only ever has one biscuit at a time.

 ‘Otherwise, I’d be the size of the Cannock bus.’

Emily picks up her mug and gently spins the chair so she is facing Susie. 
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This is better, she no longer has to look at her wrinkles in the mirror.

 ‘I’ve always thought that a hairdresser is a bit like one of those  
 catholic priests.’ Emily starts.

This is not the first time someone has said something like this to Susie, it 
usually means that there is a very interesting piece of information about 
to come out. She says what she always does.

 ‘Oh, everything my customers tell me in here is like the grave.  
 Unless it’s very illegal, but I don’t suppose you’re about to confess  
 to the Brink’s-Mat are you?’

Emily laughs, releasing just a little bit of tension she didn’t know she had.
 
 ‘No, hardly. I’m not sure I’ve done a single thing that isn’t legal in  
 my whole life. I was far too old for the sixties and all those drug  
 shenanigans and really, what else would I do? No. No major   
 crimes, no bodies.’

She stops, how does she start the story, how does she express the idea, no, 
she is damn near certain, the fact.

Susie stays quiet, she knows how this works, in silence, the story will 
come to you.

   ‘I …’ Emily stutters, tries again. ‘I think you know I have a   
 daughter?’

Susie nods.

‘She’s a good girl, lives in Wiltshire, lives with her bloke, I think they’ll 
get married eventually, he has a couple of kids from his first marriage.’
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Emily pauses, breaths in sharply.

 ‘Anne had a hard time with her father and me, most of her first  
 ten years we were shouting at each other, and then he was gone 
 and it was hard to make ends meet.’

Emily folds her mouth up, like she is trying to hide her lips. This is not 
very flattering but Susie is not going to point this out.

 ‘She insisted on doing shorthand and typing at school, her teach 
 ers thought she  could do better. But she was adamant. She  
 worked Saturdays at Woolworths too, I didn’t realise, but she   
 was dead set on leaving here, just dead set, making sure she had  
 enough money to tide her over. She got out by applying for the  
 civil service, she was smart. She was only 17 when she told me  
 she was going, going to London. Got on the train, the steam train  
 would you believe it, the last year they ran on the line down to  
 London before the electric, got on the train with her nan’s old  
 suitcase and that was that. She’d come back at Christmas for a  
 couple of days that’s all. But gone, really gone.’

There’s a pause, Emily looks down at her coffee mug as if surprised she’s 
holding anything. Susie looks at her customer, one of her not quite old 
dears.

 ‘That must have been hard.’

Emily looks up, nods and twists her lips.

 ‘It was, but that’s not . . .  the third Christmas, the third Christmas  
 she didn’t come back. She wrote, said she had a lot of work, but  
 it worried me, I worried she didn’t have the money for the fare,  
 where was she going to spend Christmas day? I got to Boxing 
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 Day and couldn’t stand it. As soon as the trains were running, I  
 got one down there. I’d never been to London before. I was ter 
 rified, but so determined, just determined to get there, to find out  
 if she was OK. She lived in the East End, it was a nightmare jour 
 ney, I had to keep asking for help, though those Londoners,   
 they’re not as bad as they say, they do help a body.’

Emily takes a sip of what must be, by now, only lukewarm coffee and 
grimaces.

 ‘Are you OK?’ She asks.

Emily nods.

 ‘She was huge, she was pregnant, my little girl.’
 
 ‘Oh.’
 
 ‘I wasn’t cross or anything I just wanted to know she was ok and  
 there she was, pregnant.’

Emily is not crying but Susie can see that this situation could easily 
change. Susie ostentatiously checks the time.

 ‘Look at that, let’s get the perming solution out before we forget  
 and I’ll have made you bald.’

Emily offers a tentative smile and gets up to walk over to this mini salon’s 
only wash basin. 

Back in front of the mirror Emily and Susie go through the little dance 
that they always go through after a perm where Emily moans that Susie 
won’t colour her hair at the same time and Susie insists that Emily has to 
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wait a couple of weeks before the colour. At least this only happens 
every three months or so. Eventually they reach their usual consensus 
which, as every woman knows, is that the hairdresser is correct. Susie 
has combed out Emily’s hair so now starts to section it prior to cutting, 
she looks at Emily’s face in the mirror. Time for the next episode Susie 
thinks.

 ‘So, what happened?’

 ‘To the child? She, it was a girl, she was adopted, it had all been  
 arranged before I got there. Anne’s landlady had sorted it out,  
 she had adopted several kids herself,  I think originally Anne  
 hoped that she’s take her baby, but the husband put his foot   
 down. Well, they already had six.’

 ‘When was the baby born?’

 ‘Oh, January, she was due at Christmas. But she was late. I stayed.  
 I rang work, said I’d found my daughter ill in London and I had  
 to have leave even if it was unpaid. The landlady found a room  
 for me in one of their other houses, someone had just moved  
 out and she said I could have it for a couple of weeks.’

 ‘That was kind of her.’

 ‘Mmmm, yes, I think she felt responsible, not responsible that it  
 was her fault or anything, but that here was this girl alone in  
 London and who was going to help. I think Anne had given the  
 impression that I’d be angry or unsupportive and if she felt that  
 way then that was my fault.’

 ‘She didn’t want to keep the baby?’
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 ‘In 1968? You’re nuts. OK, there were women that did, but not  
 many, and it was either a struggle and you were an item of gos 
 sip or you pretended to be widowed or something and still strug 
 gled with the money. I got the impression she hadn’t known the  
 lad long, and she hadn’t told him as she found out he’d met a girl  
 while he was away working and was planning to marry her.’
 
 ‘Ah.’

 ‘And you know, once she was in that maternity hospital, there  
 was no going back. They established she was unmarried and   
 immediately wanted to know where she was placing the child,  
 otherwise I think they’d have placed the baby themselves. I was  
 glad I was there for her, especially when the intermediary took  
 the child off, that was hard. I’d been out and bought a blanket to  
 go in the carry cot and a little soft toy squirrel and a bunch of  
 freesias for the woman…’ 

Emily takes a breath, sighs it out, now, Susie can see there are tears form-
ing in Emily’s eyes.
 
 ‘The woman who would be the mother, the adoptive mother.’ 
Susie prompts gently.
 
 ‘Yes, for her . . .’
 
 ‘That must have been so hard.’
 
 ‘Yes, I think poor Anne just shut herself down, locked it all up.  
 She never talks about it. But, the other day . . .’

Susie has finished trimming Emily’s hair and sets the scissors down.
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 ‘What happened?’

Emily’s words come with a rush, quickly as if she doesn’t trust herself not 
to say them, not to have come so far and keep them in.
 
 ‘I saw the child, the girl … the, she’s a student, she came to view  
 the house . . . ‘
 
 ‘Are you sure? Do you think she knows who you are?’
 
 ‘No, she’s oblivious, but she’s the spit of Anne at that age, small  
 dark petite, and the eyes, she has Anne’s eyes. And . . . she’s going  
 to be living there, I rented the house to them, how could I say  
 no? They’re exactly the tenants I want.’

 ‘Except one of them is your granddaughter. Your only grand  
 daughter. Aren’t you going to say anything?’ It’s too pointed a  
 question; Susie sees that immediately.
 
 ‘I don’t know, I really don’t.’ Emily shuts her mouth abruptly; 

Susie can almost hear the click. 

Story time, she thinks, is over. 

She picks up the hair dryer and the volume brush and goes to work on 
the newly formed curls.
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Flights submission guidelines - Issue Nine, June 2023

Flights is open for submissions for ISSUE Nine until 18.00 on 22 May 
2023. We accept submissions of poetry, flash fiction and prose. We have 
no preferred genre, form or style but will never consider work that is 
sexist, homophobic or racist 

We aim to publish our journal quarterly (March, June, September and 
December) and all work submitted will be considered for the next issue 
that has available space

For poetry, please send no more than 3 poems totalling no more than 
150 lines

For flash fiction, please send no more than 3 pieces each to be no more 
than 500 words

For prose, please send no more than 2500 words

Please try to submit previously unpublished work. We will occasionally 
accept previously published work if we really like it, please tell us when 
submitting where and when the piece was first published - if we use it 
we will credit the original publication

Unfortunately, we do not accept simultaneous submissions as we do 
not have the time to read work that may be withdrawn to be published 
elsewhere

All submissions should include a third-person bio (no more than 150 
words) we will use it if we publish your work. Please include any social 
media handles so the we can promote your work upon publication

Please send us your finished work as we do not have time for revisions.  
We will send you a proof of your work before we publish it and we 
will be happy to correct any errors that we may have made, but will not 
make any revisions that you may wish to make
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Please note we not be able to replicate your choice of font and may not 
be able to replicate your formatting - but will try

Your submission should be attached to your email in a single WORD.
docx - please do not submit using any other format.  Submissions in 
any other format will not be read

We aim to reply within a 4 to 10 weeks of receiving your submission; 
feel free to get in touch and give us a friendly nudge if we have been 
longer than 10 weeks

You are the owner of the work submitted and retain copyright upon 
publication, but, by submitting to Flights you agree to grant Flights first 
serial and electronic rights, as well as electronic archival rights (for ever). 
You also agree that if the work is subsequently published elsewhere 
(online or in print), you will credit Flights as the original publisher of the 
work

Flights does not generate any income, so we are not in a position to offer 
any payment for published work

We are now a small publishing press and hope to publish an annual selec-
tion of poetry in a pamphlet - Take Flight. Publication in Flights may 
lead to an invitation to be published by our small press

We aim to nominate for literature prizes (Pushcart and Best of the Net)

Send your submissions to: flightsdragonflyjournal@gmail.com
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To find out about each contributor go to 
www.flightofthedragonfly.com/flights-2/ 

You will also be able to read back issues of Flights.

Explore our website to find out about the other exciting things that 
Flight of the Dragonfly are involved in.
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